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Dear editor

We would like to respond to the paper “Childhood depression: a systematic review”, recently published in Neuropsychiatric Disease and Treatment by Lima et al.¹ The aforementioned paper presents a systematic review of childhood depression and refers several times to our paper, “Study design of ‘FRIENDS for Life’: a process and effect evaluation of an indicated school-based prevention programme for childhood anxiety and depression”, published in BMC Public Health by Kösters et al.² Unfortunately we noted a number of erroneous statements about our paper. We will address these in order of appearance.

Introduction

1. In the sentence “However, cases of depressive disorders have increased not only among adults, but also among children”¹ (p 1417) reference is made to our study. Our paper describes the design of our study, not the results and therefore includes no evidence that cases of depression are increasing among children.

2. In the sentence “In the short-term, depressive disorders might be a source of psychological suffering for these children, whereas in the long-term they can compromise social, cognitive, and emotional aspects of child development, […] becoming an important predictor of psychopathologies in adulthood”¹ (p 1418) reference is made to our study. Again, we wrote a study design paper, thus no results regarding predictors of psychopathology in adulthood.

Results

3. In the results section, our study is listed as an “experimental [study]”¹ (p 1419). However, as we did not randomize the participants or schools, we conducted a quasi-experimental study.

4. In Table 1 of Lima et al.¹ (p 1420), our sample is defined as “20 primary schools”. However, when we wrote the study design paper, our sample was not yet definitive. That is the reason that we wrote in our paper, “At least 20 primary schools in Amsterdam planned to participate in ‘FRIENDS for Life’ in school year 2010/2011 and/or 2011/2012”² (p 2).

5. In addition, Table 1 (p 1420) states that we found that ‘FRIENDS for Life’ is effective as an indicated school-based prevention program.¹ As our paper is only about...
the design of the study, we did not present any findings on effectiveness as this was impossible at the time.

Discussion
6. In the section “Prevention” (p 1422) the authors refer to the program we evaluated, i.e., ‘FRIENDS for Life’. Since we did not develop the ‘FRIENDS for Life’ program we believe the authors should refer to the original program description, published in Australia in 2004 by PM Barrett.3

We hope these comments are helpful and are looking forward to your reply.
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Dear editor

We recently published a systematic review1 in Neuropsychiatric Disease and Treatment which referred to a study published in BMC Public Health by Kösters et al.2 The aforementioned authors report that our review contains certain allegedly erroneous statements in referral to their paper. Considering this, we would appreciate the opportunity to comment/respond to what was said by Kösters et al on behalf of all co-authors regarding our study. We opted to respond to what was said following Kösters et al’s line of reasoning.

Introduction

1. We agree with the authors that their study described the study design and not the results. Nonetheless, while mentioning in our review “However, cases of depression have increased not only among adults, but also among children” (p 1417), we had the intention, based on Lima et al’s referenced statement that “Anxiety disorders and depression are highly prevalent in children” (p 2; “Background” section) and on other sources, of deepening the World Health Organization’s estimation that, by the year 2021, depression will be the second largest cause of the global disease burden.3 We highlight that the “Background” section is an integral part of their study, which allowed us to refer to this section as belonging to their study. Moreover, it was never said in our review that this piece of information resembled Kösters et al’s results in any form.

2. The authors question the fact that we referred to their study in the sentence “In the short-term, depressive disorders might be a source of psychological suffering for these children, whereas in the long-term they can compromise social, cognitive, and emotional aspects of child development, […] becoming an important predictor of psychopathologies in adulthood” (p 1418). In fact, we agree with the authors that the results of their paper bring no inference regarding predictors of psychopathology in adulthood, and it was never our intention to imply this conclusion by referencing their study.

However, in Kösters et al’s paper, the “Background” section, referencing Beesdo et al4 and Roza et al,5 mentions that “Anxiety and depression are not only associated with limitations in children’s current functioning (eg, poor social relations and academic performance, low self-esteem) […] these disorders can also negatively affect children’s emotional and social long term development. For example, childhood anxiety and depression are important predictors of psychopathologies in adulthood” (p 2).

Again, we highlight that the “Background” section is an integral part of Kösters et al’s study, which allowed us to refer to this section as belonging to their study as well. Moreover, it was never said in our review that this piece of information resembled their results.

3. We acknowledge that the author’s study2 was included in our review as an experimental study, whilst the non-randomized design used qualified the study as quasi-experimental, which implies a cognitive bias, and, therefore, a limitation of our study.

4. We agree with the authors that their study’s sample was not definitive at the time that they published the paper. However, considering that “at least 20 primary schools” was included in their study, whilst the non-randomized design used qualified the study as quasi-experimental, which implies a cognitive bias, and, therefore, a limitation of our study.

5. We refer to Table 1 of our review as an experimental study, whilst the non-randomized design used qualified the study as quasi-experimental, which implies a cognitive bias, and, therefore, a limitation of our study.

Table 1 (p 1420) of our review mentions that “FRIENDS for Life” is effective as an indicated school-based prevention program for children with early or mild signs of anxiety or depression.1 Despite the fact that the author’s paper did not present any findings on the effectiveness of ‘FRIENDS for Life’ in their ‘Results’ section, the authors mentioned in the “Background” section of their study that “FRIENDS...
for Life’ is a programme that can be used for the prevention and treatment of anxiety and depression in children […]. This cognitive-behavioral programme teaches children skills to cope more effectively with feelings of anxiety and depression and builds emotional resilience, problem-solving abilities and self-confidence.”*

**Discussion**

6. The authors, despite not having developed the ‘FRIENDS for Life’ program, in the “Intervention” sub-section of their “Methods” section thoroughly describe the aforementioned program; all pieces of information regarding the program’s description referred to in our study were based on Kösters et al’s description of the program. In addition, although we agree with the authors that Barrett’s program description would be a far more thorough source, it would not be possible for us to refer to the original program description considering that, as mentioned in our “Methods” section, we performed a systematic review of articles, and Barrett’s publication did not appear as a valid reference while applying our search strategy and eligibility criteria.

Finally, we would like to demonstrate our appreciation for Kösters et al’s comments regarding our study, as they have effectively contributed to further deepen the raison d’être of our review. We hope our response has proved to be useful.
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